
MISTY (Ray Stevens Version) 
 
 

INTRO [C] //// //// ////  [F] //  [G] (IDEALLY ITS NOT - THERE’S A REALLY, REALLY EASY AND 

GREAT BANJO SOUNDING THING AROUND THESE CHORDS THAT IS MUCH EASIER TO SHOW 

AND PLAY THAN TO TRY TO WRITE HERE!) 
 

 
[G7] Look at [C ]me I'm as [Gm] helpless as a[C] kitten up a [F] tree 

And I'm [Fm] walkin' on a cloud I [C ]  can't under[Am]stand now 

I'm [ D7 ] misty [G7] holdin' your[ C] hand  [ F ] [G] 

[G7] Walk my [C] way and a [Gm] thousand vio [C] lins begin to [ F ] play 

Or it might be the [Fm] sound of your hello that [C ]  music I [Am]hear 

I'm [ D7 ] misty [G7] the moment you're [C] near [ F ] [C] 
 
 
 

NO CHORD 

You can say that you're [Gm] leadin' me on [C] 

But it's [C7] just what I [ F ] want you to do 

[Fm] Don't you notice how [Am] hopelessly I'm lost 

[ D7 ] That's why I'm followin' [ G ] you        
 

 
[G7]I'm  on my [C] own should I [Gm] wander through this [C] wonderland a [F] lone 

Never knowin' my [Fm] right foot from my left my [C] hat from my [Am]glove 

I'm [ D7 ] misty [G7] and too much in [C] love [ F ] [G7] 
 
 
 

INSTRUMENTAL 
 

[C] ////  [Gm] // [C] // [F] ////  [Fm] //// [C] // [Am] //  [D7] // [G7] // [C] //  [F] // [C] 
 
 

 
NO CHORD 

You can say that you're [Gm] leadin' me on [C] 

But it's [C7] just what I [ F ] want you to do 

[Fm] Don't you notice how [Am] hopelessly I'm lost 

[ D7 ] That's why I'm followin' [ G ] you   
 

 
[G7]I'm  on my [C] own should I [Gm] wander through this [C] wonderland a [F] lone 

Never knowin' my [Fm] right foot from my left my [C] hat from my [Am]glove 

I'm [ D7 ] misty [G7] and too much in [C] love [Bb] 

Too much in [C] love [Bb] too much in [C] love  [Bb] [C] 


